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Editor's 
Choice

Bonjour Bobo’s Brasserie 
The Kove Collection is renowned for its vibrant restaurants, hotels and bars, all created 

with outstanding hospitality at heart. The signature K is a promise that you’re about to 

enjoy something truly special. Indulge in a sensory exploration at Bobo’s Brasserie in 

Mouille Point, Cape Town, which is the latest dining offering from The Kove Collection. 

Bobo’s, which features a plush interior filled with whimsical touches reminiscent of 

the continental bistros of yesteryear, is a stylishly contemporary take on old-world 

comfort. Uninterrupted sea views are paired with a menu made up of French bistro 

classics with a twist, whilst an ornate library provides food for thought. Expect a light, 

modern take on French cuisine in the form of classics like escargot, steak frites and 

bouillabaisse – each dish carefully executed to highlight the quality of the ingredients. 

For more information, visit www.bobosbrasserie.co.za.  

Dressed for Success
Disaronno – the iconic amaretto flavoured liqueur with an unmistakable almond finish 

– has always made innovative and bold statements. Now, to celebrate 2019, Disaronno 

returns with its sixth limited-edition designer bottle, Disaronno Wears Trussardi, once 

again choosing the Italian lifestyle brand to dress its trademark bottle. These two iconic 

brands share Italian tradition, innovation and elegance. Trussardi’s recognisable textures, 

combined with the famous monogram, in fuchsia, green and light blue brush strokes frame 

the signature bottle to create an eye-catching contemporary result. The new Disaronno 

Wears Trussardi bottle is the ideal gift for style enthusiasts. The ultimate star of parties, 

perfect for a splash of colour in the home and, above all, the enjoyment of its unique taste 

and quality during special moments in the company of friends. For more information, visit 

www.disaronno.com. 

WIN
One lucky SLOW reader will win a limited-edition Disaronno Wears Trussardi hamper, 

valued at R1,000. To enter, SMS the word SLOW, followed by DISARONNO, and your 

NAME to 35131. SMSes are charged at R1.50. Free and bundled SMSes do not apply. 

Terms & Conditions apply. Competition closes 30 April 2019.

Homage to a Legacy
The evocative journey spanning over 140 

years of Constantia Glen, a jewel in the crown 

of South Africa’s oldest wine region, has been 

chronicled in a beautiful coffee table book. 

Constantia Glen: A Timeless Vision captures 

the life and times of this boutique wine 

estate, through its turbulent early history 

and eventual transformation from forest land 

into one of the Cape’s premier family-owned 

wine estates. The book, carefully researched 

and written by author Clare O’Donoghue and 

with compelling photographs by Craig Fraser, 

is a celebration of Constantia Glen’s heritage. 

This visual feast is a sweeping historical 

account, but it is also the intimate story of 

the Waibel family, whose determined vision 

is underwritten by a deep love for the land 

they have nurtured over four generations. 

Constantia Glen: A Timeless Vision is published 

by Quivertree Publications and sells for 

R500 at selected book stores. For more 

information, visit www.constantiaglen.com. 

WIN
One lucky SLOW reader will win a copy of 

Constantia Glen: A Timeless Vision, valued at 

R500. To enter, SMS the word SLOW, followed 

by GLEN, and your NAME to 35131. SMSes 

are charged at R1.50. Free and bundled 

SMSes do not apply. Terms & Conditions 

apply. Competition closes 30 April 2019.

A New Recycled Range 
TUMI has now launched a collection made with recycled materials. The brand has been 

harboured a thoughtfully sustainable ethos since its origin, but now TUMI is challenging itself 

to be more innovative throughout the entire product life cycle. With TUMI’s new Recycled 

Capsule, the brand has found a balance of recycled and virgin materials, thus bringing a bag 

made from 70% recycled content to market that will support and endure TUMI customers’ 

journeys. TUMI remains committed to pushing beyond the industry’s limits and offering 

quality, innovation and sustainability to customers. The TUMI Recycled Capsule will be 

offered in a range of styles and sizes from TUMI Sandton City & Canal Walk, Wolmans in La 

Lucia and at www.tumi.co.za

For the love of Carménère
Lozärn wines, handcrafted on Doornbosch 

farm from grapes grown in the fertile soils 

of Robertson wine valley, recently released 

their second vintage of Carménère 2017. 

This intriguing and inviting red boasts an 

intercontinental history. It is originally from 

the Bordeaux area of France where it was 

just about wiped out during the phylloxera 

outbreak in the late 19th century. But cuttings 

survived, then thrived in Chile, where it has 

become that country’s signature grape. 

Carmenère features delicious wafts of berry 

aromas that precede flavours of cherry, 

plum, and a hint of mocha. The wine is classy, 

but approachable, offering fruit backed by 

unobtrusive tannins and occasional hints of 

mint. Visit the website at www.lozarn.co.za for 

more information. 

WIN
One lucky SLOW reader will win a bottle of 

Lozärn Carmenère, valued at R420. To enter, 

SMS the word SLOW, followed by LOZARN, 

and your NAME to 35131. SMSes are charged 

at R1.50. Free and bundled SMSes do not 

apply. Terms & Conditions apply. Competition 

closes 30 April 2019.

Art and Wine and a Good Time 
The popular Winter Sculpture Fair, a unique sculpture exhibition in one of Gauteng’s most 

beautiful landscapes, returns to the Nirox Foundation Sculpture Park over the weekend of 

11th and 12th May 2019. Organisers of the event, Artlogic, have once again teamed up with the 

Franschhoek Wine Valley to bring to the fair the finest culinary and wine offerings from this 

world-renowned region. Restaurants and wineries from the region will set up shop alongside 

artisanal cheese and chocolate stands amongst the exquisite sculptures. Sample delicious 

food from some of Franschhoek’s restaurants, whilst creating the perfect culinary pairing 

from the region’s winemakers to complete your sensory experience. The Nirox Foundation 

Sculpture Park is situated on 15 hectares of landscaped gardens and waterways, within an 

extensive private nature reserve in the heart of the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage 

Site. For more information, visit www.wintersculpturefair.co.za. 


